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Abstract
Type II topoisomerases are enzymes that change the topology of DNA by performing strand-passage. In particular, they unknot
knotted DNA very efficiently. Motivated by this experimental observation, we investigate transition probabilities between knots.
We use the BFACF algorithm to generate ensembles of polygons in Z3 of fixed knot type. We introduce a novel strand-passage
algorithm which generates a Markov chain in knot space. The entries of the corresponding transition probability matrix determine
state-transitions in knot space and can track the evolution of different knots after repeated strand-passage events. We outline future
applications of this work to DNA unknotting.
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1. Introduction
Biological systems pose a wealth of problems that give rise to very interesting mathematical questions. We are
interested in the process of DNA unknotting by type II topoisomerases (topo II). Motivated by this biological problem,
we study state transitions within knot space for all prime knots with 8 or fewer crossings and fixed length.
We model each knot of type K and length L as a polygonal chain in the simple cubic lattice (Z3). We explore
the space of configurations of type K and length L ± e using the Monte Carlo BFACF algorithm, first proposed by
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1382 X. Hua et al. / Topology and its Applications 154 (2007) 1381–1397Berg and Foerster [4], and Arãgao de Carvalho et al. [2]. The BFACF algorithm generates a reducible Markov chain
whose ergodicity classes are the knot types [27,32] (Section 4). We generate a list of Dowker–Thistlethwaite (DT)
codes [15,23] for each knot type K by taking multiple projections in random directions for each knotted configuration
(Section 5). We perform a random-strand-passage simulation on the obtained lists of DT codes, and at each step we
use the HOMFLY polynomial for knot identification (Section 6). For fixed L and e this process results in a transition
probability matrix PL±e which models random transitions in knot space. We generate PL±e for several values of L
and e, and find their corresponding steady state distribution vectors. In Section 7, we compare our results to those
of Flammini et al. [18] and use our simulation to verify and improve results on minimal number of sticks needed to
realize a knot in Z3 [31]. Finally, in Section 8 we outline limitations of our method and future directions.
2. Biological motivation
Certain enzymes such as site-specific recombinases and topoisomerases are able to change the topology of circular
DNA molecules by changing their knotting, linking and supercoiling levels [33,59,10,24,26,57,44]. The mechanisms
of several site-specific recombinases have been successfully studied using knot theory and low-dimensional topology
to investigate the topological changes performed by these enzymes [16,12,51,8]. We here study state-transitions within
knot space, a problem motivated by the action of DNA unknotting by type II topoisomerases (topo II).
Random cyclization of linear DNA results in DNA circles that are knotted with some probability. This probability
depends on the length and effective helical diameter of the DNA chain [38,41,40,25]. For instance, for DNA molecules
10.5 kilobases long and free in solution, the knotting probability is about 0.03, with a predominance of trefoils.
Furthermore, Arsuaga et al. [3] showed that knots are the most likely configuration of DNA molecules in confined
volumes. Confinement of DNA inside P4 viral capsids increased the knotting probability to 0.95 [3]. However, in
vitro studies have shown that DNA knots are known to inhibit important cellular processes such as transcription and
chromatin assembly [36,28]. These and other findings suggest that DNA knots are undesirable for the cell [42,14].
The cell is able to solve these topological obstructions (i.e. DNA knots) by means of some enzymes called type II
topoisomerases.
The molecular mechanism of topo II is fairly well understood [33,35,5,6,45]: topo II traps two segments of the
DNA molecule, cuts one of the segments, performs a strand-passage and reseals the broken segment. It has been
shown that topo II unknots and unlinks DNA very efficiently [39], i.e. it does it beyond expected steady-state
levels obtained by performing random strand-passage. A number of models have been proposed to explain the ef-
ficiency of topology simplification by topo II [7,18,34,48,49,56,58,46]. Our long-term goal is to find an accurate
model for the mechanism of unknotting by topo II. The first step towards this goal is to model DNA unknotting
by random strand-passage. In this paper we set the theoretical framework for such modeling by studying the effects
of random strand-passage on polygonal knots with crossing number Cr(K) < 9. Flammini et al. [18] investigated
transition probabilities within knot space by modeling single phantom crossings using a modified crank-shaft algo-
rithm on freely-jointed polygonal chains R3. In our approach we represent knots as polygonal chains in the simple
cubic lattice (Z3) and strand-passage is done at the Dowker code level. A comparison with [18] is done in Sec-
tion 7.
Traditionally, circular DNA molecules have been modeled in the computer as polygonal chains and their behavior
in solution has been accurately simulated using Monte Carlo simulations in 3-space [54,52,55,53,50,19,38]. We here
consider those models in the simple cubic lattice.
We work in Z3 because it has a number of advantages over R3. There is extensive analytical work that investigates
the knotting behavior of lattice chains. There is a remarkably solid mathematical foundation for the development
of algorithms that generate equilibrium distributions of self-avoiding polygons in Z3 [27]. Also, polygons in Z3
inherently have volume exclusion (which can be used to model the effective diameter of DNA). However a simplistic
lattice model is not well-suited for DNA studies. In order to apply our results to DNA we will need to adjust our
theoretical model as proposed in [50]; we leave a detailed biological application of our work to a future publication.
In Section 8, we discuss steps needed to achieve accurate modeling of DNA in solution as a polygonal chain in Z3,
including excluded volume effects, as well as future topological biases as those suggested by Fig. 1 to approximate
topo II action.
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3. Basic definitions
A knot is a proper embedding of a circle in 3-space. Here we let the knot, K be the image of the circle under
the embedding. Two knots K1 and K2 are topologically equivalent if they are related by an ambient isotopy. A knot
diagram is a 2-dimensional projection of the knot where there are only finitely many multiple points, all multiple
points are double and can be resolved into over and undercrossings. Knots can be studied through their knot diagrams
[37]. Polygonal knot diagrams have the extra constraint that no vertex is mapped to a double point.
The DT code of a knot diagram is an integer vector from which the knot diagram and the knot type can be recov-
ered [15]. The DT code of the diagram is obtained by selecting a starting point and an orientation. The knot diagram is
followed along the orientation and each crossing is labeled with consecutive numbers. At the end of the process, each
crossing is labeled with one even and one odd number. The numbers are stored in a 2 × n matrix where the first row
lists the odd numbers in lexicographical order and the second row lists the corresponding even numbers. This second
row forms the DT code with the convention that an entry is negative if it was assigned to a crossing while traversing
the knot on the understrand.
The DT code representation is used in computational studies due to its simplicity. In particular, DT codes can be
used to compute most polynomial invariants of knots and links (e.g. [17,23]). Furthermore, note that a change in sign
in one of the DT code entries corresponds to a change of crossing in the knot diagram (from and undercrossing to an
overcrossing), and therefore to a strand-passage in the 3-dimensional configuration. This key feature of the DT code,
added to its computational advantages, make it particularly attractive for our study.
We aim to generate lists of DT codes for each knot type which will be representative of a polygonal chain as
it samples its state space. To this end we first generate equilibrium distributions of knotted polygons using Markov
chains. Here we introduce Markov chains and leave the details of our work to Sections 4–6.
A discrete time Markov process is a family of random variables {Xn: n ∈N} where the Xn take values in a subset
of S ⊆ N. S is called the state space and each element of S, Xn, is called a state, or configuration, of the process.
A Markov process is an homogeneous Markov chain if P(Xn = i | X0,X1, . . . ,Xn−1) = P(Xn = i | Xn−1) and
P(Xn = i | Xn−1 = j) = P(X1 = i | X0 = j) = pij . The pij ’s are called transition probabilities and the square matrix
whose entries are the transition probabilities is called the transition matrix which we denote by P . The evolution of the
Markov chain is given by the n-step transition matrix P(Xn = i | P0 = j). By the Chapman–Kolmogorov equations
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denote P(Xn = i) by uni , and un = {uni | i ∈ S}, then it is a well-known fact that un = u0Pn. Therefore the evolution
of the chain is determined by P and u0. In other words, Markov chains are determined by the probabilities of their
states [22].
A state j is accessible from state i if pij > 0. Accessibility defines an equivalence relation. A Markov chain is said
to be irreducible is there is only one equivalence class. Otherwise it is said to be reducible. The period of a state d(i)
is the gcd{n | pnii > 0}. A Markov chain is aperiodic if the gcd{d(i) | i ∈ S} = 1. A state is positive recurrent if the
probability of going back to the same state on a finite number of iterations is non-zero. A Markov chain is irreducible
if pnij > 0 for some n and all i, j . A Markov chain is ergodic if it is irreducible, positive recurrent, and aperiodic.
For ergodic Markov chains the (limn→∞ pnij ) exists. A vector u is called stationary distribution of the chain if
u = {ui | i ∈ S} is such that ui  0 and∑j (uj ) = 1 and uj = uipij . If the state space S is finite, then the stationary
distribution can be obtained analytically. In this case u is obtained by computing the left eigenvector of P correspond-
ing to the largest eigenvalue, which is 1 (all the other real eigenvalues are strictly smaller than 1).
4. Knots in Z3 and the BFACF algorithm
The simple cubic lattice Z3 is a graph whose vertices are the points in R3 with integer coordinates, and whose edges
connect each pair of vertices, which are a unit distance apart. A self-avoiding polygon in Z3 (SAP) is a connected sub-
graph of the lattice with all vertices of degree 2. SAPs in Z3 may be knotted. Knotting of SAPs has been extensively
studied both from a theoretical and a computational point of view [43,47]. In our study, we generate SAPs in Z3 using
the BFACF algorithm [4,2].
The BFACF algorithm was first applied to self-avoiding walks in [1,2] and has been used to measure a number of
properties of polygons in Z3 such as the writhe of knots and links, the radius of gyration of specific knot types, and
the minimal number of sticks needed to realize a knot type in Z3 [29–31].
The BFACF algorithm is a dynamic Monte Carlo method that operates on paths in Zd and samples along the real-
ization of a Markov chain [27]. In 3D, the Monte Carlo method generates a Markov chain that is reducible and whose
ergodicity classes are the knot types [27,32]. More specifically the algorithm samples from the Gibbs distribution
with one adjustable parameter z, the fugacity per bond, where 0  z  zc , and zc = 1μ where μ is the connective
constant for Z3. The connective constant is estimated at μ = 4.6834066 ± 0.0002 in the cubic lattice, and therefore
0 z 0.2134. We apply BFACF to unrooted SAPs in Z3 as explained in [27,31], and produce a set of 3-dimensional
conformations representative of each prime knot type with 8 or less crossings.
The Markov chain is generated as follows. BFACF selects an edge at a random location and performs one of the
three elementary moves shown in Fig. 2. Move 1 changes the length of the polygon by (2), move 2 by (−2), and move
3 leaves the length fixed. Each of these moves is selected with a probability given by p(2),p(−2),p(0), respectively.
For each edge there are four possible lattice directions to choose from, and not all three moves are possible. If the
probability of the four possibilities adds up to q < 1 then we choose to leave the walk unchanged with probability
1 − q . The BFACF algorithm is well defined and is reversible with respect to the Gibbs distribution if and only if the
following constraints are satisfied:
p(+2) = z2 · p(−2), p(−2) z
2
1 + 3z2 , 2 · p(0) + 2 · p(+2) 1.
Fig. 2. BFACF moves.
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The band bounded by red lines determine the range of sampling [52,60]. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Furthermore, large values of p(−2), p(0), and p(+2) would minimize the probability of null transitions (1 − q) and
thus improve the algorithm’s efficiency. It was shown by Caracciolo, Pelissetto, and Sokal that the following choice,
where z is an adjustable parameter called fugacity parameter, is close to optimal [9]. It is shown in [27] that in 3
dimensions the best choices for the probabilities are:
p(+2) = z
2
1 + 3z2 , p(−2) =
1
1 + 3z2 , p(0) =
1 + z2
2(1 + 3z2) .
The algorithm changes the length of the polygon as illustrated in Fig. 3. Varying the fugacity parameter z results
in a change in the mean length of the sampled conformation. The mean length is finite for z < zc [27]. In our sim-
ulations, z ∈ [0.06,0.1975] corresponds to an expected mean length of 56 and varies with the knot type. Similarly
z ∈ [0.023,0.185] corresponds to 44, z ∈ [0.1535,0.2048] corresponds to 75 and z ∈ [0.1825,0.2081] corresponds
to 100. In Fig. 3, we can observe that the variance of the chain lengths is very large. Since our future goal is to simulate
DNA chains of fixed length, we restricted our sampling to chains contained in intervals [L − e,L + e]. We computed
the standard deviation for each mean length and each knot type. We chose values for e that were roughly one standard
deviation. More specifically we sampled from the following intervals: [40,48], [52,60], [70,80], and [96,104].
In BFACF, consecutive conformations along the Markov chain are highly correlated. This correlation diminishes
by decreasing the sampling frequency between samples, reaching a minimum for uncorrelated samples. Correlation
along the Markov chain for the chain’s length was computed using time-series analysis methods [27]. Auto-correlation
analysis determined the sampling frequency. Once the correct number of iterations Nk and the sampling frequency
Fk were determined for each knot type K , the BFACF algorithm was run Nk times and configurations were sampled
every Fk iterations. Of the sampled configurations, only those within the [L − e,L + e] target length were saved.
For example for lengths 56 ± 4 and the K = 61 knot, we used Nk = 100 million iterations, and Fk = 3 × 5000.
For all knots used in this study, a Nk ranging between 100 million and 300 million iterations, and a frequency Fk
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After binning for lengths in the [L − e,L + e] range, the number of sampled configurations ranged from 1061 (for
K = 812,N812 = 300 million, F812 = 55 × 5000) to 16226 (for K = 52,N52 = 200 million, F52 = 1 × 5000). The
BFACF simulations on unknotted chains were particularly challenging as we had to raise the z value very close
to the critical value z0 = 0.2134 in an effort to approach the expected mean length. This happened due to the fact
that the minimum number of segments needed to realize an unknot in Z3 is 4 and during BFACF runs 4-segment
configurations appeared repeatedly which kept the mean length from reaching its target. We addressed this problem
by setting a fictitious lower bound higher than 4, but still smaller than the mean length. This was enough to achieve
convergence for the studied lengths. To ensure that our simulations were not substantially biased, we varied the
lower bound between 20 and 35 and kept all other settings unchanged. We obtained similar knot distributions after
performing one strand-passage on the unknots. For example, after performing one strand-passage on the sample of
unknots with mean length 56 we observed the following: for the sample with lower bound 20, 88.43% remained
unknotted and 10.16% became trefoils; whereas for the sample with lower bound 35, 88.42% remained unknotted and
10.27% became trefoils.
5. DT code representations
The BFACF algorithm produced a list of chain confirmations for each prime knot K with length in the interval
[L − e,L + e] and 8 or less crossings. Each knotted polygon sampled along the realization of the Markov chain was
projected in 50–100 random directions. The corresponding knot diagrams and associated DT codes were computed.
We thus obtained a list of DT codes for each knot type K .
For non-trivial knots, the lists of DT codes were further processed as follows. A high percentage of Reidemeister
moves of types I and II (RI, RII; illustrated in Fig. 4 as 1 and 2, respectively) were identified and simplified.
The simplification was motivated by our future goal of modeling circular DNA chains. In the experiments that we
wish to model, the DNA is usually in relaxed form and therefore presents a limited number of RI loops. For the RII
moves, in general it can be assumed that a rigid rotation in 3-space may remove the RII move in the projection without
altering the configuration. Failure to remove RI and RII moves resulted in DT codes with many entries, which may not
represent the reality of the knotted DNA. After simplification, the set of DT codes were stored for each knot. In this
way, proper weights were assigned to each of the DT codes associated to the configurations along the realization of
the Markov chain defined by the BCFAF algorithm. Fig. 5 shows the weights for different DT code lengths associated
to a polygonal knot of type 61 and length 56 ± 4 segments in Z3.
Removing RI and RII moves for unknotted configurations results in a set of projections with no crossings which
do not realistically represent the 3-dimensional configuration. Therefore, in the case of the unknot we opted to not
remove RI or RII moves.
The lists of DT codes produced by BFACF for a knot K may include some DT codes of length much larger than
the crossing number of K . This is true even after removing RI and RII moves. For each knot type K , the probability
of occurrence of large DT codes decreases with the number of entries (i.e. with the crossing number of the chosen
Fig. 4. Reidemeister moves I and II denoted as 1 and 2, respectively.
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with z = 0.153, for 100 million iterations, sampling every 15 000 iterations, binning for chain lengths in [52,60]. The BFACF was followed by 100
projections in random directions, and RI and RII move removal.
projection; see Fig. 5). For large DT codes 1-crossing changes rarely dramatically increase the crossing number of the
resulting knot. In future work we expect to expand our algorithm to knots with 9 crossings. The study for 10 or more
crossings becomes combinatorially complex. We therefore choose to restrict our state space to the set of all prime
knots with 8 or less crossings. Occasionally one strand-passage (described in the next section) results in a knot with
crossing number greater than 9, in such case we reject the configuration.
6. Strand-passage simulation
Once a representative sample of DT codes for each knot type K (and length range L± e) was found, we proceeded
to estimate the strand-passage transition probabilities between knot types. Transitions between states in knot space
define a Markov chain, whose behavior is given by the transition probability matrix PL±e as described below.
For each knot type K , we computed the transition probabilities after one strand-passage as follows. We selected
30 000 samples (or 60 000 depending on the knot) at random from the list of DT codes for K . A single strand-
passage was performed at a crossing selected at random on each DT code by changing the sign of the crossing.
Each strand-passage led to a new knot type K2, which was identified by computing the HOMFLY polynomial [20]
with an implementation based on the algorithm of Gouesbet et al. [21]. For each length and knot type we repeated
the simulation taking 30 000 random samples several times and computed mean and standard deviation for each
transition probability. The standard deviation was typically 10% of the mean. Occasionally we increased the sample
size, however shorter the sample sizes correspond to faster HOMFLY calculations which have a great impact on the
overall efficiency of the simulation.
Our working set consisted of all prime knots with 8 or less crossings. We rejected all strand-passages taking a knot
K to a knot outside the working set, which happened only a small percentage of the time for small knots. For example,
knots with 6 or less crossings resulted in a HOMFLY polynomial outside the working set <1.1% of the time for mean
length L = 44, <3% for L = 75, and <4% for L = 100. The percentages were always <20% for 7-crossing knots,
and <30% for all 8-crossing knots except 85, 810, and 815 (and their mirror images). Large values may be indicative
of the presence of a knot outside the working set whose HOMFLY polynomial coincides with a knot in the set. For
short chains (e.g. [40,48] and [52,60]) the rejection is justified as we know that at those lengths very few knots with
more than 9 crossings can be tied in Z3 (cf. Table 1) [31]. As the mean length increases, the rejection rate increases
consistent with the fact that the probability of reaching a higher crossing knot is larger.
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Minimum length of knots in Z3; comparison with van Rensburg’s results [30] (see text)
Knot types van Rensburg Our algorithm Knot types van Rensburg Our algorithm
31 24 24 86 50 50
41 30 30 87 48 48
51 34 34 88 52 50
52 36 36 89 50 50
61 40 40 810 52 50
62 40 40 811 52 50
63 40 40 812 54 52
71 44 44 813 50 50
72 46 46 814 54 50
73 44 44 815 52 52
74 46 44 816 52 50
75 46 46 817 52 52
76 46 46 818 52 52
77 44 44 819 42 42
81 50 50 820 46 46
82 50 50 821 46 46
83 52 48 91 54 54
84 50 50 92 56 56
85 50 50 101 60
Improvements are highlighted in bold.
The strand-passage simulation was repeated for each knot type thus providing all the entries to the matrix PL±e
of transition probabilities for the Markov chain. Table 2 shows a modified P100±5 where a knot and its mirror image
were combined. Knots are indicated by their knot type, appended by the letter a (average) for chiral pairs. The entry
pij in the matrix represents the probability of going from knot Kj to Ki in one step. The one-step transitions and their
probabilities (as computed in Table 2) are illustrated in Fig. 6.
Fig. 7 shows the evolution of the twist knot 61 after 1, 2, 3, 4 and 8 single strand-passages. The data corresponds
to mean length L = 100. The first column shows the distribution of knots, as represented by their crossing number,
after one strand-passage: 26% of the knots went to the unknot, 44% to the figure-8 knot (41), 21% to 6-crossing
knots and 9% to 8-crossing knots. No knots were converted into trefoils or 5-crossing knots after one strand-passage.
The 2nd (3th, 4th) column shows the knot distribution after 2 strand-passages (3, 4, respectively). The fifth column
illustrates the distribution after 8 strand-passages. Notice that after 8 strand-passages most of the original knots have
been unknotted. In Fig. 8 we see the behavior of these transitions as the length of the chain changes. On the left we
observe that after one strand-passage, the larger the chain the higher is the probability of transitioning into a knot other
than the unknot. The absence of 8-crossing knots from the L = 44 column is due to the fact that it is very hard to tie
any of such knots in Z3 with 40–48 segments (Table 1). On the right we can observe that after 8 strand-passages most
of the chains have been unknotted, and that the knotting probability increases with the chain’s length.
The transition probability matrix (before combining a knot with its mirror image) is a stochastic matrix: it has
non-negative entries, and the row sums are equal to one. Given a stochastic matrix P , let Pn be the matrix of n-step
transition probabilities where pij (n) is a probability of going from knot i to knot j after n single strand-passages.
By applying the Chapman–Kolmogorov equations we compute the stationary distribution of the Markov chain cor-
responding to P by finding the limit of Pn as n goes to infinity. Analytically, this can be achieved by computing
the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue for PL±e , which in this case is 1. The stationary distribution
is illustrated in Fig. 9. Intuitively, this means that after repeated strand-passages the Markov chain reaches equilib-
rium.
In Fig. 10 we show a comparison in the steady-state knot probabilities for prime knots with 6 or less crossings, and
for polygons of varying lengths. In concordance with other studies of random knotting (e.g. [3,13,55]) we observe
in the figure that the probability of the trefoil (not shown) is higher than that of the figure-8 knot, which was higher
than that of the 5-crossing, and the 6-crossing knots. Noteworthy the probability of 52 is higher than that of 51. This
is also in qualitative agreement with experimental results of random DNA knotting (e.g. [41,40,38]). In biology, the










76a 77a 81a 82a 83
0.153 0.325 0.214 0 0
0.118 0.08 0 0.072 0
0.244 0.488 0 0 0
0 0 0 0.108 0
0.121 0 0 0 0
0 0 0.258 0 0.347
0 0 0 0.217 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0.028 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0.011 0 0 0 0
0 0.011 0 0 0
0 0 0.009 0 0.062
0 0 0 0.01 0
0 0 0.053 0 0.019
0 0 0 0 0.082
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0.053 0.023 0
0 0 0 0 0
0.003 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0.021 0.045 0
0 0 0.051 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0.025 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0.002 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0.021 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
(continued on next page)Table 2
Knot type Unknot 31a 41 51a 52a 61a 62a 63 71a 72a 73a 74a 75a
unknot 0.852 0.78 0.842 0 0.312 0.266 0.168 0.33 0 0.242 0 0 0
31a 0.061 0.04 0 0.318 0.206 0 0.127 0.245 0 0 0 0.079 0.11
41 0.022 0 0.045 0 0 0.443 0.339 0 0 0 0 0 0
51a 0 0.027 0 0.021 0.061 0 0 0 0.342 0.005 0.156 0.004 0.12
52a 0.002 0.035 0 0.098 0.018 0 0 0 0 0.246 0.201 0.321 0.15
61a 0 0 0.027 0 0 0.051 0.045 0 0 0 0 0 0
62a 0 0.004 0.024 0 0 0.054 0.013 0 0 0 0 0 0
63 0 0.007 0 0 0 0 0 0.024 0 0 0 0 0
71a 0 0 0 0.016 0 0 0 0 0.016 0 0.047 0 0.03
72a 0 0 0 0 0.011 0 0 0 0 0.013 0.034 0 0.04
73a 0 0 0 0.016 0.01 0 0 0 0.087 0.032 0.014 0.084 0
74a 0 0 0 0 0.009 0 0 0 0 0 0.048 0.012 0
75a 0 0 0 0.016 0.008 0 0 0 0.054 0.052 0 0 0.01
76a 0 0.001 0.002 0 0.01 0 0 0 0 0.03 0 0 0
77a 0 0 0.002 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
81a 0 0 0 0 0 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
82a 0 0 0 0.002 0 0 0.007 0 0 0 0 0 0
83 0 0 0 0 0 0.011 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
84a 0 0 0.001 0 0 0.006 0.005 0 0 0 0 0 0
85a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.004 0 0 0 0 0 0
86a 0 0 0 0 0 0.007 0.008 0 0 0 0 0 0
87a 0 0 0 0.001 0 0 0 0.01 0 0 0 0 0
88a 0 0 0 0 0.001 0 0 0.015 0 0 0 0 0
89 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0
810a 0 0 0 0.001 0.001 0 0 0.007 0 0 0 0 0
811a 0 0 0 0 0.001 0.006 0.007 0 0 0 0 0 0
812 0 0 0.001 0 0 0.014 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
813a 0 0 0 0 0.001 0 0 0.009 0 0 0 0 0
814a 0 0 0 0 0.001 0 0.006 0 0 0 0 0 0
815a 0 0 0 0.001 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
816a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.004 0 0 0 0 0
817a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.002 0 0 0 0 0 0
818a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
819a 0 0 0 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.02
820a 0 0 0 0 0.006 0 0 0.033 0 0 0 0 0














817a 818a 819a 820a 821a
0.269 0 0 0.258 0.515
0.135 0.492 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0.444 0.012 0.04
0 0 0 0.195 0
0 0 0 0 0
0.221 0 0 0 0.181
0 0 0 0.232 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0.035 0 0
0 0 0 0.023 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0.007
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0.007 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0.005 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0.002 0 0
0 0 0 0 0.001
0.01 0 0 0 0
0 0.008 0 0 0
0 0 0.019 0 0
0 0 0 0.013 0
0 0 0 0 0.013Table 2 (continued)
Knot type 84a 85a 86a 87a 88a 89 810a 811a 812 813a 814a 815a 816a
unknot 0 0 0 0.137 0 0.266 0 0.141 0 0.255 0.137 0 0
31a 0 0 0.103 0.072 0.173 0 0 0 0 0 0.071 0 0.131
41 0.131 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.437 0.133 0.216 0 0.137
51a 0 0 0 0.104 0 0 0.134 0 0 0.008 0 0.168 0
52a 0 0 0 0 0.106 0 0.088 0.108 0 0.101 0.111 0.272 0.069
61a 0.141 0 0.14 0 0 0 0 0.109 0.221 0 0 0 0
62a 0.181 0.366 0.141 0 0 0.282 0 0.139 0 0 0.106 0 0
63 0 0 0 0.365 0.287 0 0.357 0 0 0.267 0 0 0.445
71a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
72a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
73a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
74a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
75a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
76a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
77a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
81a 0 0 0.039 0 0 0 0 0.025 0.052 0 0 0 0
82a 0 0 0.023 0 0 0 0 0.039 0 0 0.026 0 0
83 0.075 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
84a 0.009 0 0.021 0 0 0.076 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
85a 0 0.013 0.024 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
86a 0.027 0.082 0.009 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
87a 0 0 0 0.009 0.021 0 0 0 0 0.035 0 0 0
88a 0 0 0 0.026 0.034 0 0.044 0 0 0.011 0 0 0
89 0.078 0 0 0 0 0.02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
810a 0 0 0 0 0.024 0 0.013 0 0 0 0 0 0
811a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.01 0 0 0 0 0
812 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.018 0 0 0 0
813a 0 0 0 0.038 0 0 0 0 0 0.009 0 0 0
814a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.01 0 0
815a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.014 0
816a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.008 0 0 0.009
817a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
818a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
819a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.046 0
820a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.042 0 0 0 0 0 0










correspond to a knot type and its mirror image, the
e interval [96,104]. Only prime knots with 7 or lessFig. 6. Directed graph illustrating a modified transition matrix P where the results for a knot and its mirror image were averaged. The nodes
edges correspond to one strand-passage between two states. The data presented here correspond to those on Table 2. The knot length was in th
crossings are shown, and they are organized by crossing number along the y-axis and by writhe along the x-axis.
1392 X. Hua et al. / Topology and its Applications 154 (2007) 1381–1397Fig. 7. Unknotting of the knot 61 with length in the interval [96,104] by random strand-passage.
Fig. 8. One-step transitions (left) and unknotting after 8 steps (right) of the 61 knot as a function of the chain’s length.
We compared our results with published data of Flammini et al. [18]. In [18] knots with 6 or less crossings were
modeled as freely-jointed polygonal chains in R3, and strand-passage was simulated in R3. In order to compare our
data, we counted all transitions into a knot with 6 or more crossings in a column labeled > 6. The first observation
is that the diagonal values in our matrix were approximately 10 times smaller than those in [18], ours being lower.
For example for mean length 100 the probability of going from 31 to 31 was 0.04, while theirs it was 0.34; for 41 we
obtained 0.045 versus 0.26 in [18]; for 51 we obtained 0.021 versus 0.23 in [18]. This discrepancy can be attributed
X. Hua et al. / Topology and its Applications 154 (2007) 1381–1397 1393Fig. 9. Knotting distribution at the steady-state for knots with length in [96,104].
to the fact that we remove RI moves prior to performing strand-passage. Intuitively a knot with RI loops will have a
much higher probability to stay in the same knot type as one for which RI moves have been removed. Preliminary
runs performed without removing RI moves prior to strand-passage gave the expected 10-fold increase in the diagonal
values. Despite the discrepancies we observed a remarkable agreement in the 1-step transition probabilities of certain
knots with length in [96,104]. Fig. 11 shows the comparison for the 61 knot. The 1-step transition probabilities
for knots with 6 crossings all showed remarkable agreement with the data of [18]. This suggests that despite their
qualitative differences (R3 vs Z3; strand-passage in 3 dimensions vs strand-passage at the DT code level), both models
are able to consistently describe transitions of certain polymer chains by single strand-passage. The differences are
reflected in full at the steady-state. Greater discrepancies arise when comparing n-step transitions as n goes to infinity.
The knotting probabilities at the steady state in our lattice model are much higher than those detected experimentally,
and those estimated using polymer models in R3. This is partially explained by the removal of Reidemeister moves
used in our model, and by the inherent rigidity of the lattice. This problems can be overcome (work in preparation) by
developing a model for DNA analogous to that of [50].
7. Applications to minimal lattice knots and the strand-passage metric
In order to validate our implementation of BFACF, we computed the length of minimal lattice knots for each
knot type with 8 crossings or less in Z3 and compared them to [30,31]. We reproduced, and sometimes improved,
the lower bounds of [30] (Table 1). Our results mostly agree with those previously given in [31]. In a few instances
(74,83,88,810,811,812,816) the minimum number of segments is less than the one previously estimated (Table 1).
The strand-passage metric, defined by Darcy [11], computes the minimal number of strand-passage steps (over
all projections) needed to go from one knot type to another. One interesting question is how often the paths de-
termined by the strand-passage metric are traveled when random strand-passage is performed on knot populations.
Preliminary results show that with our method we can remove some ambiguities from the existing strand-passage
metric table. For example we see 2-step transitions between knots 41 and 51, while in the original table it was unclear
whether the strand-passage metric between these two knots was two or three. Likewise we observe 3-step transi-
tions between 41 and 71, versus 3–4 on the table. We leave detailed analysis of the strand-passage metric to a future
publication.
1394 X. Hua et al. / Topology and its Applications 154 (2007) 1381–1397Fig. 10. Knotting distributions at the steady state as a function of chain length.
8. Conclusions and future directions
Motivated by the problem of DNA unknotting by topo II we have here created a framework based in knot theory
and Monte Carlo simulations to study state transitions in knot space. In our study the state space is the set of all
polygonal chains Z3 of length L ± e and knot type K , where all K are prime knots with 8 or less crossings. We per-
formed simulations for lengths in the intervals [40,48], [52,60], [70,80], and [96,104]. We determine the transition
probabilities between states. Our method uses the BFACF algorithm to generate ensembles of polygons with identical
knot type and mean length L. For each K we generate a list of configurations of type K and length in the chosen
interval, representative of the knot moving in space. By taking random projections, we produce a list of DT codes for
each knot. We introduce a new algorithm to simulate strand-passage, which produces a table of transition probabilities
(Table 2).
Our strand-passage algorithm is very fast but somewhat simplistic. For instance, accuracy of the results depends
on the faithfulness of the list of DT-codes to represent each knot type (guaranteed in this case by the properties of
the BFACF algorithm). Ensuring that the transition from the 3-dimensional object to the DT representation keeps the
conformational information is a challenge. Intuitively two strands that are far apart in space will produce a crossing
in a projection with low probability, and therefore by taking a sufficient number of 3-dimensional conformations for
X. Hua et al. / Topology and its Applications 154 (2007) 1381–1397 1395Fig. 11. Comparison of the knot 61 transitions with results of [18].
each knot type, and by taking sufficient random projections, we guarantee that DT-codes with such crossings have
very small weight in the strand-passage simulation.
This approach serves as a framework to model the non-random unknotting behavior of topo II. The representation
of the computational data shown in Fig. 7 can be compared directly to the experimental results of J. Mann (Zechiedrich
lab, Baylor College of Medicine) where a population of n-crossing twist knots (for fixed n) is incubated with topo
II and the products are harvested after a single strand-passage. In order to compare our simulation results to these
and other experimental data our model needs to be improved to realistically simulate DNA. Our first challenge is
to simulate long enough polygons in Z3 with the bending properties of DNA [50] and reproduce computational
and experimental data on random knotting probabilities [41,25,39]. The stationary state in our simulations currently
results in knotting probabilities considerably larger than those experimentally observed for DNA in solution. The
knotting probabilities that we observe ranged from 0.12 for mean length 44, to 0.18 for mean length 100. As the
length increases the knotting probability increases which indicates a much higher level of knotting that observed
when modeling random knotting in R3, or that for DNA in solution (0.97 for polygonal chains of 33 Kuhn lengths, or
10.5 kb DNA plasmids) [41,40,25].
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